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so 
Corrie Perkin 

There is a misconception among Kath and Kim viewers that Jane 

Turner and Gina Riley's characters Prue and Trude lampoon a style of 

speech peculiar to Melways Map 59. In fact, while Trude's line "l'rn SOIY 

oiyver thro\ys," (translated: I'm SO over throws), describing the curious 

phenomenon of draping blankets on sofas, might sound at home in 

Armadale, this accent actually appears to have its genesis in Adelaide. 

Another South Australian import ready to conquer! After Barossa 

Valley wines, Crows then Port Adelaide premierships, Maggie Beer 

and Maggie Tabberer, the Adelaide accent is on the march. 

"Adelaide has some unique characteristics among Australian cities, 

including that it has a particularly high proportion of its population 

of German ancestry," reports the Australian Rail Maps website. 

"And intriguingly, it is the only city in the nation where the locals speak 

with a distinctive regional accent." 

"There are those who claim they can tell a Melburnian from a 

Queenslander, a West Australian from a Sydneysider," says Sue Butler, 

publisher of the Macquarie Dictionary, on the www.abc.net.au/wordmap 

website. "The most extreme example in Australia is the distinctive way 

South Australians pronounce the vowel in 'school'." 

I sat at my laptop and repeated the word "school". How different was 

my pronunciation to an Adelaidian's? Time for a coffee with my friend 

Collette (she declined to be named, opting instead for her communion 

name, Saint Collette of Jesus), an expatriate South Australian whose 

father was originally from Victoria. 

Is there such a thing as an Adelaide dialect? "Eppsoiylooiytly!!!" 

she responded. "In some quarters in SA, school is pronounced 'skoi(y)I' -

it is really hard to spell! And when I came here, I found it was called 

'skewl'. My parents, who were fussy about such things, insisted 

on 'skoal'." 

I asked for her best Adelaidian accent. "It's Prue and Trude from 

Kath and Kim," she said, inflecting the "Proi-y" and "Troi-yd". 

"Being an expatriate Victorian, my father was 'soiy' adamant we should 

not have a SA twang. We had to say 'no-no' (as in ho-ho) instead of just 

'no' so we wouldn't lapse into the 'noy' sound." 

I am envious of a city that has its own dialect. Melbourne's melting 

pot of social classes, vigorous migrant assimilation, and characters like 

Eddie McGuire who dismiss any notion of a typical Toorak accent, 

provide a challenging climate in which to nurture regional-speak. 

Monash University linguistics academic Professor Kate Burridge says 

differences in speech tend to be socio-economic rather than regional. 

However, Adelaide and Perth accents are often more pronounced. 

"If you are using language to show your identity, those people living 

in far-flung or less populated places may wish to signal their diversity," 

says Professor Burridge. "One way is through accent." 

Says Sue Butler: "Insights from demography suggest that the 

language that evolved with Sydney's first settlers heavily shaped 

the speech in other states ... Having said that, however, Australia 

is increasingly developing clear patterns of regional usage of words." 

Like the cane toad, will the Adelaide Voice march across state borders, 

infiltrate and change forever the traditional landscape? And if so, is this 

such a bad thing? Driving home from Collette's, I heard 3AW's pre-match 

footy panel on the radio. My ears pricked up when Garry Lyon said that 

Geelong's Brad Ottens would need to lift his work rate to the point where 

"he's spewing his guts out". , 

Ah, Melbourne-speak. So gentle, so refined. What these boys need 

is a lesson in Adelaide-speak, I cried, then punched the AW talkback 

number into the mobile. "Helloiy, h-ah-youiy ... ?" 
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whateverhappenedto? 
Peter Russell-Clarke 

Words Peter Barrett 
Photography Rodger Cummins 

"So, yoo've come to see if I'm dead and f---d?" 

jokes the spritely 69-year-old cartoonist, painter, 

television chef and raconteur. His bushranger beard 

may be a smidge greyer since the days of his 

cooking show Come And Get It ran on the ABC 

between The Goodies and Doctor Who, but clearly 

the ratbag sense of humour is alive and well. 

Revered and reviled for his grinning "Where's the 

cheese?" Dairy Corporation advertisements in the 

1980s, Peter Russell-Clarke now lives with his wife 

(and long-suffering secretary) of 45 years, Janet, in a 

rented South Melbourne apartment. Still spruiking the 

benefits of healthy eating, Russell-Clarke has recently 

produced a series of one-minute infomercials for 

Channel Nine, is developing a children's cooking 

show and is making final arrangements for the 

release of a new cooking encyclopedia. 

Painting is now a focus for him, as you can tell 

from the canvases lining the walls of his front room. 

The paintings, inspired by two three-month stints in 

Arnhem Land, are for an exhibition of Aboriginal 

dreamtime stories he plans for Hong Kong, Dubai 

and London. Recently, the National Portrait Gallery in 

Canberra asked him to donate a self-portrait. 

But things haven't always been apples for Russell

Clarke. He and Janet "lost everything" in 2000 when 

their Soho Lemon project, a citrus plantation on the 

Bellarine Peninsula, went into administration. 

The 80 subscribers lost about $2.4 million. "It's the 

first time I wasn't in control of my own destiny," he 

says. "It's taught me what friendship's about. A lot of 

people who didn't get paid and lost their money ... 

those people are still my friends. If anything, it made 

our friendship a lot stronger." 

This is the first time he hasn't owned his house 

but despite the financial strain, he remains upbeat. 

He is proud of his son, Peter, 35, a designer and 

teacher at the Royal College of Art in London. 

His daughter, Wendy, 38, runs four dance schools in 

Melbourne and grandson Tarak, 10, has just won a 

part as one of the four Simbas in The Lion King. 
Born in Ballarat to a Church of England minister 

who was eventually defrocked for "being engaged to 

three of his parishioners at once", he spent his early 

childhood with nuns at boarding school in Bowral. 

He went into foster care until coincidentally reuniting 

with his mother in Tumut, near the Snowy Mountains. 

His father brought him to Melbourne by court order 

when he was about 12, where he lived until his dad 

left again. He is not bitter, however, and thinks his 

father is the "most interesting bloke I've ever met". 

His interest in food came from living on his own in 

Parkville where he used to jump over the neighbour's 

fence and pinch fruit. Now on weekends he and 

Janet go to their restaurant and art gallery, Soho, near 

Geelong. It's all pretty relaxed, he says. "Come five 

o'clock and I'm looking for my first glass of red wine!" 

But many people will still remember him as the 

jolly chef who made an art of delivering his lines 

while laughing. Just the other day, a police divvy 

van spied him in 'the street, made a U-turn and 

turned on its public address system. Out crackled: 

"Where's the cheese?" Surely this must drive him 

mad. "No, that amused me. That's why I wrote the 

line. Australians don't like jumped-up little heroes, 

but they want to speak to you. It allows them to 

acknowledge me without insulting me, or making 

themselves look dills." 



From the Congo to 
Coburg, Iceland to the 
Docklands, Mongolia to 
Balwyn ... we meet 
Melbourne's smallest 
ethnic communities./ 
By Peter Barrett 

• 
SAM NEVES KITOKO, DEMOCRATIC 
REPUBLIC OFTHE CONGO. 

CONGOLESE IN MELBOURNE: 56* 
Sam Neves Kitoko, 42, arrived in Melbourne in 1984. 

As a two-year-old he fled with his family from Angola 

amid fighting between the Popular Liberation Movement 

and Portuguese colonial troops. He settled in Zaire (now 

Democratic Republic of the Congo) and was sent to a 

Belgian Catholic mission school. After being granted a 

United Nations Development Program scholarship to 

study overseas, he was sent to Rio de Janeiro to wait 

for his Australian papers. A year later he arrived in 

Melbourne at the age of 26. He completed a course 

for prospective university students at RMIT before moving 

to Perth to study nautical science. Kitoko now lives in 

Coburg and balances a burgeoning art career with a 

Department of Human Services job helping people with 

intellectual disabilities. 

"I remember the first time I heard about Australia, it was 

in a Belgian cartoon book. These two pilots flew an airplane 

from Europe and kept on going south. There was this farmer 

with a shotgun and weird animals jumping around that 

they'd never seen before. 'Oh, c'est Australie!', they said. 

As a child, I thought, 'Wow, how exciting'. 

"I must have been one of the very first Congolese here in 

Melbourne. When I first arrived, after a few days, I missed 

Angola and Congo so much. I was very grateful for having 

come here but I even rang up the United Nations back in 

Rio de Janeiro and said, 'Would anybody else like the 

country? Am I allowed to go back?' They said, 'We've paid 

your ticket to come to Australia, if you don't like it, pay your 

own ticket.' That worried me. 

"I felt homesick and very depressed. I came here in June 

and in Rio de Janeiro it's warm all year round. I've never 
experienced such a harsh winter in my whole life. When I 

got here I didn't have any friends, I couldn't speak good 
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English. I didn't know anybody. The embassy wanted me to 

have at least some sort of contact when I arrived. My family 

are Jehovah's Witnesses, so they organised for a Portuguese 

Jehovah's Witness family to meet me at the airport. 

They took me home, to North Sunshine. They had a son the 

same age as me, and we pretty much became like two 

brothers ... But we had to go to Jehovah's Witness church 

every night. I didn't want to stay with them any more. 'This is 

what Australia is like?' I thought. 

"Then I got myself a job in a factory doing process work, 

in Kensington. It was my first job, ever. The factory made 

springs; little pieces of metal for car suspension. I worked 

that job nine-to-five for six months. It was very hard work. 

You had to be fast, because the piles would build up and 

the boss would shout, 'Come on, that's not fast enough!' 

I didn't make any friends there. When the bell went 

everybody rushed to clock their cards and get out. 

"I thought I knew English and then when I listened to the 

radio and television I couldn't understand. I could read the 

newspaper but the accent - our English wasn't taught by an 

Anglo, it w~s taught by an African Belgian, so he came over 

with his own accent, which we thought was the correct one. 

I realised I had to go back to school or I'd end up working in 

a factory for the rest of my life. 

"In 1984 you could hardly see any African men here. 

Every time I met one I would stop him. 'Where are you from? 

What nightclubs do you go to?' I would say. 

"I met a Congolese guy at the Lounge nightclub in 

Swanston Street one night and we exchanged phone 

numbers. The next day we visited each other and had a 

cooked meal. It was a joy, like a family reunion. We cooked 

traditional Congo food. We use semolina powder a lot, like 

. polenta, and we eat anything with it like chicken or meat or 

fish, with a nice sauce. 

"I stood out when I walked along Swanston Street. 

Women were very, very interested in me. They even used to 
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fight for us. I remember there were five of us Africans in the 

Lounge and we were acting like celebrities. Having a white 

girlfriend in Africa is considered an achievement, if you like. 

White women are much more liberated (than African 

women) and they're much more broad in their view. It was 

really different for me, which I really, really liked. 

"I got married to an Australian girl, Lorraine, in 1989 here 

in Melbourne, and got divorced in 1993. I had a daughter 

with her, Zilia. She was born in 1989. 

"The last time I was in Congo was in 1987, to visit 

my family. I don't waste my time surfing the internet and 

seeing what's happening in Congo and Angola. My 

friends always do. It's full-on. On a daily basis they ring me 

up and say things like, 'Oh, listen, guess what? President 

Kabila just escaped the coup. He was almost killed last 

night!' I'm not interested in politics because they're not 

going to get it right in our generation. 

"One of the things I don't like is the traffic. The other thing 

I dislike about Melbourne is not having good access to the 

beaches. I miss my family, and there's a certain atmosphere 

that I like in Congo in regards to music and friends ... and 

the food. I can get the same food here but I miss the way 

it's cooked, the smell of it. The chocks there, I would say, 

taste much better than here. 

"I feel like I belong here in Melbourne. I have the best 

job, working with people with intellectual disabilities. I feel 

like I want to do something for Australian society because it 
has helped me and educated me." 

Congo at a glance: Since 1997 Democratic Republic of the 

Congo, formerly Zaire, has been ravaged by bloody civil and 

ethnic conflict in part sparked by an influx of refugees from 

Rwanda in 1994. It is in Africa's south-west. The country's 

60 million people are now battling HIV and AIDS, with an 

estimated one million people infected. 

'Place of birth according to 2001 Census 

'\ 
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• BRENDA PATON, ISLE OF MAN
MANX IN MELBOURNE: 97 

Brenda Paton, 79, came to Melbourne with her Scottish 
husband and two young children in 1951. She was born 
on the Isle of Man and met her husband, Hugh, when he 
was stationed there as an army cadet during World 
War II. After three-and-a-half years selling wholesale fruit 
and vegetables the couple decided to move back to 
Scotland to join the family knitwear business. But house 
prices were too high and they were persuaded by an 
Australian immigration official in Glasgow that prospects 
were much better down under. After emigrating, they had 
two more children. In 2002 they returned to the island to 
live for two-and-a-half years in order to spend time with 
family. They have been back in Melbourne since late 2004 
and now live in an apartment in Toorak. 

"It was a silly reason for deciding to come to Australia, 
initially. The weather had been bad and my husband had 
been listening to the Test. He said, 'Wouldn't it be lovely if 
we went to Australia where the sun shines all the time?' 
The Australian immigration office had been advertising that 
you could plan your picnics six weeks ahead. I'll always 
remember that. 

"At school we really didn't know much about Australia, 
except for the convicts. So we thought, 'We'll make it to 
Melbourne, and if we don't like Melbourne for 10 pounds we 
can go back to Perth or up to Sydney.' Of course, once we 
got here we realised that wouldn't be th'e case. It would cost 
us a lot more than that. So we settled here. 

"We came over to Melbourne in 1951 with two children: 
one born on the Isle of Man, one born in Scotland. Our other 
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two children were born here. So we've got one Manx-born 
boy. As the years have gone on he's become more 
interested in his heritage and he's put the Manx emblem on 
his car. 

"I've always loved the Isle of Man, so we decided to go 
back to live for a while in April 2002, for family reasons. We 
were all getting on and we wanted to spend time with them. 
It hadn't changed that much. I loved being able to drive five 
minutes from where we lived and you'd be in the countryside. 

"We returned to Australia in November, 2004. When I 
came back to Melbourne I noticed the traffic, the congestion, 
the high-rise buildings (we've never had high-rise on the Isle 
of Man). The level of friendliness was different, too, because 
the Isle of Man is a small community. 

"There's no unemployment there and if the climate was 
better I'd try and get the family to go back. But Melbourne's 
our home and we love ii here. People over there envy us 
living in Melbourne. A lot of people say, 'I'd love to go to 
Australia.' I think they get fed up with the grey days. It's the 
weather, you see. 

"What I missed initially was relatives. The isolation meant 
Christmas was never quite the same. Christmas I associated 
with the cold weather and open log fires. And I miss the 
green fields and the countr yside. Manx kippers are very 
well-known in Britain for breakfast. I'm not allowed to have 
them because it leaves that Manx, fishy smell. They're lovely 
to eat but they do permeate the room. 

"My uncle gave me a Manx flag, which needs to go on a 
huge pole because it's so big. And I've brought a brass, 
three-legs-of-Man knocker thinking we were going to go into 
a house, but our new apartment has a buzzer. On our car 

we've always had the three-legged Manx emblem, so if 
anybody recognised it I would be happy to meet them. 

"For years we always talked about going home. But home 
is here (in Melbourne). We think we might become 
Australian citizens." 

Isle of Man at a glance: A Crown possession of the 
United Kingdom, this largely tree-less island lies in the Irish 
Sea, equidistant from England, Ireland and Scotland. 
Its population of 75,000 is governed by one of the oldest 
legislative assemblies in the world, the Tynwald Court. 
The island is a well-known tax haven and is famous for its 
distinctive breed of tail-less Manx cat and the four-horned 
Loaghtan sheep. 

The largest communities The smallest number 

In Melbourne are from: of arrivals: 

England: 127,716* Sao Tome and Principe: 4# 
Italy: 80,740 Burkina Faso: 4 
Vietnam: 55,859 St Vincent and the 
Greece: 55,735 Grenadines: 4 
New Zealand: 45,749 Aruba: 4 

Faroe Islands: 4 

•Place of birth according to Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2001 

Census of Population and Housing. Numbers may have grown or 

shrunk since 2001. #Due to privacy restrictions, the ABS does not 

release precise population data for countries where there are very 

small numbers of people from that country living in Melbourne. 

\ 



• 
PALMI SNORASSON, ICELAND 
ICELANDERS IN MELBOURNE: 42 

When Palmi Snorasson, 66, arrived in Perth by boat, 

the temperature was a cracking 30 degrees. It was 

January 1961 and the 22-year-old was on the first leg of a 

trip with three mates from Reykjavik to see what lay 

beyond the land of the midnight sun. For Snorasson, the 

warmer temperature was excuse enough. Leaving his 

friends to their globe-trotting, he got off the boat in 

Melbourne, then moved to Tasmania soon after, where his 

talent for playing guitar earned him minor celebrity status. 

He married and divorced a Tassie girl, tried Iceland again 

for three months, and then settled in Melbourne in 1966. 

A second marriage brought two boys, Kristjan, 29, and 

Jonthor, 26, and after divorcing again he is single, lives in 

the Docklands and imports instruments for his business 

Music Junction, with stores in Camberwell and Brisbane. 

"The day we arrived in Melbourne it was on the early 

morning news. It was a pretty big thing that there were four 

people from Iceland. There were these two Icelanders who 

had a fishing boat; they came down to the ship to meet us 

and it turned out one of them came from the same town as 

one of the guys I was travelling with. They gave us their 

address and offered us a job on their fishing boats. I wasn't 

interested. If I wanted to be a fisherman I would have stayed 

back in Iceland. 

"When I went to Burnie, Tasmania, I guess I was a kind of 

a star because the place was small, only 20,000 people. 

I was a musician and there was not too much new blood that 

came in. So, immediately I was offered a place in different 

bands to play. There was a party every weekend. 

"The first five years living in Australia I wasn't sure. I had 

to go back to Iceland to cut the cord because you 

remember the nice things, not the bad things. It's a beautiful 

country, and to bring up children there is sheer bliss. 

The freedom, there's no crime and no dangers. 

"As kids we used to leave home at eight in the morning 

and if we didn't come home until two in the morning, nearly 

24 hours, nobody would worry about it. My family is still 

there. I've got two brothers and two sisters. Then all the rest: 

nieces, cousins, uncles and aunties. 

"I go back every three or four years for two or three 

weeks. As soon as I get there I go and buy a packet of dried 

fish. It's a packet, like having lollies, you can buy it in a milk 

bar. You just chew on it like licorice. It's a bit sweet and very 

tasty. You can buy dried fish at the market in Melbourne in 

the Greek stores, but it's not the same. Fish is a five-day-a-

week diet in Iceland. Here I try to have fish two or three days 

a week. I just go to the market and buy a nice trevally fillet 

and I steam it in a microwave oven with potatoes, carrots 

and some greens. 

"The only artefact I have with me is a Viking drinking 

horn. You can fill it up with wine or beer, whatever you want. 

Actually, I don't use ii for that, it's just an ornament. When we 

had the big house Wf! had all kinds of Icelandic things and 

the boys used to dress up in Icelandic jumpers. But I've just 

moved to this apartment in the Docklands and there's no 

room for things like that. All my old stuff is in boxes. 

"I never spoke Icelandic to the boys. There was nobody 

else who could understand me, apart from Icelandic friends. 

And even then most of their partners were English-speaking, 

so unless the Icelanders got in the corner and talked for five 

minutes, we spoke English. 

"I've been subscribing to the Icelandic Review for the 

past 20 years. I don't get homesick, but it's nice to know 

what's going on when they change the prime minister or 

president, or there could be news about Icelandic singer 

Bjork. I've been to her concerts here in Melbourne. I thought 

I owed it to her to at least see her live rather than to just 

listen to the record. But generally I don't like the music she 

does today. 

"I'm still an Icelander and it's still my old home but I don't 

think I could live there now. It's too cold and there is not 

enough scope for what I am doing. This kind of business 

wouldn't work. There's only room for about one guitar store in 

Reykjavik. I love the heat. I always did. I think that's why I 

stayed here." 

Iceland at a glance: An island in the North Atlantic Ocean 

about half the size of Victoria, Iceland has almost no arable 

land and is known for its glaciers, active volcanoes and hot 

springs. About half of its 296,000 people live in the capital, 

Reykjavik, where the temperature ranges from a relatively 

mild minus-3 degrees in winter to 25 degrees in summer 

heatwaves. 

Frorn July 2005. 



• 
LUANNA-MARIE LATASI, TUVALU 
TUVALUANS IN MELBOURNE: 19 

Luanna-Marie Latasi, 32, came to Melbourne in 1990 at the 

age of 17. She had been living with her grandparents in 

Tuvalu's capital, Funafuti, and decided to follow her father, 

who was already here. Latasi started school in Year 11 at 

Ave Maria College, a Catholic girls' school in Essendon. 

She married anotherTuvaluan, Monise Toloa, 40, and 

together they had a daughter, Meiema, who is nine. 

Latasi is studying a bachelor of communications at 

Monash University and lives in East Brunswick. 

"My dad was one of the very first few people from Tuvalu 

to live here in Melbourne. He came out in the '60s as a 

ship's master. When I came here, basically everyone was 

European~looking. That was a culture shock for me. Being 

the only Tuvaluan in a private school wasn't easy, as well. 

"It's much slower back home. Everyone is in a hurry here. 

They don't have time for other people; it's not very 

community-orientated. That's what I noticed. 

"I still have very strong ties to Tuvalu. There is a Tuvaluan 

society here. It's called Tuvalu Kaiga Aiola. My husband was 

the secretary. I have good memories of my childhood and I 

still have a lot of relatives living there. But I am selective of 

the values that I want and the ones that I don't want. It's the 

self-expression (in Tuvalu) that I found quite frustrating. 

Whereas, here, you can be yourself. When I go back I feel as 

if there's these two worlds and I'm torn in between. For 

example, my husband and I were affectionate and we 

showed it in public. A lot of my relatives disapproved of that. 

I had male cousins approaching me saying, 'That behaviour 

was despicable and we do not approve of this,' and so forth. 

People are encouraged to feel and to think like other people. 

"My daughter can't really speak fluent Tuvaluan but she 

tries. She can understand it, though. It's very important for 

her to at least keep the culture alive in a foreign place so 

when she goes back to Tuvalu she doesn't feel out of place. 

"On Funafuti we have several days that we celebrate 

during the year. Firstly we start with April 25. We just call it 

Asa Te Paula or "Bomb Day" - the day the Japanese 

dropped a bomb in 1942. The chief will call an early 

breakfast and people bring just one germinating coconut, 

with one fish, to signify the simple beginnings of the Tuvalu 

lifestyle. The other one will be on October 21, called Asa Te 

Matagi (the. day of the storm), to celebrate the survival of the 

people during hurricane Bebe in 1972. A huge tidal wave hit 

Tuvalu, and Funafuti was one of the islands that was totally 

swamped. All the houses were demolished, completely 

washed out. It hit at night, 10 days after I was born. II was 

very silent, nobody heard ii coming. Luckily, they were good 

swimmers. 

"Other traditions we try to keep are our local games like 

Ano. This is a game that shows a lot of strength, especially 

in blocking a ball (the Ano) which is made out of stones 

woven in pandanus leaves. It can crack your forehead it you 

don't know the technique of protecting your face. It's quite 

scary! 

"I have very deep concerns about global warming. 

Hearing about the (Boxing Day) tsunami gave me really 

frightening thoughts. Also, my family has a lot of pulaka pits. 

Pulaka is a type of root vegetable and lately the plant just 

can't grow because it's all salty. The water table's rising and 

killing the plants." 

Tuvalu at a glance: Comprising nine tiny islands scattered 

• 
HASBOLD FAMILY, MONGOLIA 
MONGOLIANS IN MELBOURNE: 13 

Dr Hasbold, 51, arrived in Australia with his wife, 

Otgontugs, 35, and daughter Anu, 15, in 1995. Hasbold 

(Mongolians rarely use more than one name) is an 

immunologist and Mrs Otgontugs is an accountant. 

The family lived in Sydney for six years while Hasbold was 

at the University of Sydney, moving to Balwyn in 2001. 

Now he is at the Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical 

Research. Anu is in high school. 

Hasbold: "I couldn't do any research work in Mongolia, so 

I sent applications to different countries and one of the first I 

received was from Australia. We became citizens last year. 

We really like this country. The people are really very friendly 

and it's nice to be here." 

Otgontugs: "Four years ago we went to visit to show my 

daughter how Mongolia is developing. She was 11. When 

we left, (the population) in Ulaanbaatar was about half a 

million and now it's a million: 

Hasbold: "It's become more Westernised. It's a huge city 

now and there's lots of cars; it's very chaotic and very 

polluted. In Australia it's very easy to organise something, to 

buy a ticket for travelling, for example. But in Mongolia it 

struck us that you need to know somebody, otherwise it's 

impossible to organise things. We could see much more 

bribing and lawlessness. So that's one thing we really didn't 

across 1.3 million square kilometres-of the Pacific Ocean, the like. But part of this is due to a political transition period. 

nation of Tuvalu is small, remote and relatively impoverished .. 

About of halfTuvalu's 11,000 citizens work for the 

government. In 2000 the country landed a welcome windfall 

when it sold its internet country code - .tv - tor $100 million. 

It's a bit chaotic. Anu has become more naturalised than we 

are in Australia. It looks like it would be very difficult for her to 

live there. We speak Mongolian at home. She has some 

difficulty now, but she is OK. She communicates in 

Mongolian as much as possible. And she speaks English 

with an Aussie accent - very Aussie, actually!" 

otgontugs: "Sometimes we say words in English and she 

doesn't understand. When she finds out what the word is 

then she corrects us on how to pronounce it in the 

Australian way! Sometimes it's a little bit embarrassing. We 

were shopping one day and my daughter was correcting my 

English. I was a little bit embarrassed and I had to ask. 

'Please, don't correct me in the middle of the shop!' My 

daughter feels more Australian than us. We feel still 

Mongolian. I think we still need time. You meet Australians 

and they mostly talk cricket or football, especially in 

Melbourne. We actually understand the rules a bit better 

now. You get three, no, five points through the big sticks?" 

Hasbold: "No, outside is, I think, one point and inside is 

two. To understand the rules of cricket is still very difficult." 

Otgontugs: "We celebrate Mongolian New Year usually 

with the family. We eat steamed or fried lamb dumplings and 

big, traditional New Year's cookies decorated with lollies. In 

Mongolia we'd put half of a whole lamb on the table." 

Hasbold: "We miss getting airag (pronounced eye-rark), 

which is fermented mare's milk with four per cent alcohol. 

You get ii from July to September only, during the foaling 

season. You need to aerate the milk and add a yeast-like 

culture. It doesn't last long, so you have to drink it as quickly 

as possible. We also miss eating horse meat." 

Mongolia at a glance: Wedged between China and Russia, 

this landlocked country is Asia's sixth-largest in size but 

smallest in population, with 2.8 million people. Most people 

live in the urban centres such as Ulaanbaatar, the capital. (m) 
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